
Worldly Industrial Co., Ltd.
Rotogravure printing machines, dry/wet laminating 
machines, solvent-less laminating machines, 
aluminum foil rotogravure coating machines

Worldly Industrial Co., Ltd. specializes 
in supplying various printing and 

laminating machines, mostly marketed globally 
under its Worldly brand, with more than 40 
years of experience.

Underpinned by its business motto of “Best 
Quality, Active Services, Advanced Technology 
and Constant Innovation,” the company is devoted to developing high-performance machines that can leverage 
customers’ competitiveness in their markets. To that end, this manufacturer ventured from rotogravure printing 
machines, coasting machines and laminating machines into various film sanding machines, high-speed slitting 
machines and reversible rewinding inspection machines, successfully broadening its product lineup to better 
satisfy clients from different sectors.

The seasoned maker pays strong attention to customer service, hence building solid footholds in over 20 
countries. Bolstered by its decades-long experience, the company can provide different solutions as exclusive 
customized services to help customers solve problems and achieve bigger sales gains. Additionally, strong 
commitment to QC, technology innovation and personnel training and education is also the formula of this 
supplier’s current success.

The WDSL and WSL series solvent-base & solve-less laminating machines are among the company’s 
hottest-sellers, which are developed in line with market trends toward eco-friendly packaging solutions, and built 
with the so-called dual-axis splicing system in both feeder and receiver units to enhance production efficiency. 
The series are all installed with PLC and touchscreen HMI for synchronized control, therefore easier to operate.

In addition to being smaller in size to help users maximize utilization of limited factory areas, these solvent-
less machines cut waste generated from the evaporation of solvent used in lamination and can roll without 
need for blast-proof equipment and other conventionally required complementary units to greatly reduce users’ 
operating costs. (SC)
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